1- According to the documentary marijuana: it’s time for a conversation by Caroline Gay Welch, who made everyone more clear about the facts of legalization of marijuana, 71% of washington residents think that marijuana should not be a crime. For example marijuana also help in disease, pains, and it doesn’t kill people like alcohol and cigarettes does so it should be legal for doctor use.

2- According to the documentary Marijuana: It’s Time for a Conversation by Caroline Gay Welch, before 2008 marijuana consequences for the people who used were really tough because they could Lose their job, lose their house, lose the right of vote, lose their college loans, lose the child and not be able to visit them.

3-“Encyclopedia Britannica” says that marijuana it’s a plant known by many names like pot, tea, grass, and weed, and it does have some effects that it can cause like, alterations in vision, intoxication, anxiety, depression, extreme variability of mood, paranoid reactions, and psychoses lasting four to six hours. The physical effects of Marijuana is that the eyes become red, dryness of the mouth, increase in the rapidity of the heartbeat, tightness of the chest if the drug is smoked.

4- According to the article “Governors Say Legalizing Marijuana is a Step Too Far”, written by Aruna Viswanatha, from the website Reuters published on february 23, 2014, the first state in u.s that did the legalization of marijuana was colorado but only for the adults. Also washington d.c legalized the marijuana to be smoking but they doesn’t have a store where it can be sell legally. In pennsylvania, massachusetts, and connecticut allow marijuana use but only with
According to the website About.com, if the government legalize marijuana they will be saving billion of the dollars because less people will be arrested and to arrest people cost money, and it’s less death than people who use ciggarets and alcohol, because as we know marijuana doesn’t kill people, it’s been years of years of marijuana use and never nobody had been found death by using it. Marijuana plant is the most valuable plant in the world, the other reason they should legalized it, is because it is not use for smoking only it is use to make products, cloths, and paper.

6- According to the article Mass. voters OK Decriminalization of Marijuana it says that the people under 18 should take an awareness class about use of marijuana, so the teenager can learn more about marijuana before use it, by the influence and the effect, and what consequences are you facing.

7- In the article Mass. voters OK Decriminalization of Marijuana it also says that back in the days around 2008, if you got caught with less than 1 ounce you could get a fee of 100 dollar, but after 2008 smaller amounts of marijuana were decriminalized. And now after they discover that it can help in many things they should make it legalized.

8- In the article “Watch The ‘First Ever’ Marijuana Commercial To Air On Major Television Stations” written by Ian Millhiser in the think progress websites they are trying to say why does people have to buy marijuana from a drug dealer, that you don’t know where he buying the marijuana to sell or how is he making it, so if they legalized it and start making it in the factory everybody will be smoking without any doubt if it’s clean or not, because it will be passing by a clean process so this to happen they have to legalized it.

9- In the documentary “Marijuana: It’s Time for a Conversation” by Caroline Gay Welch, they talked about the percentage of people who want marijuana to be left up to the state, not the federal government, and they found out that, About 73% of washington residents think that marijuana possession laws should be left up to state.

10- According to the article “Watch The ‘First Ever’ Marijuana Commercial To Air On Major Television Stations” from the website think progress written by Ian Millhiser, in the states that the marijuana use are legal, but you only can get it for certain form and certain people can get it, for example in new jersey, if your child need
to drink it to prevent seizures, you can’t find it because they doesn’t sell as a drink only to eat and she’s a child they won’t be selling to her/him, and sometimes you will need to move for a state that it is legal, for any kind of people, and any certain form so you can buy it.
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On January 17, 1942, the author F.M. Milverstedt wrote a book called "In This Corner: Muhammad Ali", he talked about Muhammad Ali’s early life. Muhammad were born as Cassius Clay in Louisville, Kentucky, U.S. Ali started boxing when he was 12 years old, he was winning amateur fights in gyms and clubs around Louisville, Kentucky, the town where he grew up.

Thomas Hauter, an American author who wrote a biography of Ali "Muhammad Ali: His Life In Times" tells that after Muhammad Ali have been advanced in boxing he was ready to participate in the Olympics Games in Rome. And he won a gold medal in the 175-pounds division in 1960 and began a professional career since then. After starting getting more and more professional in boxing, Clay challenged Sonny Liston for the heavyweight Championship of the World. Everyone was saying that Liston is the most powerful fighter of his era.

According to Thomas Hauter, he said that the boxer competing Ali was named Liston and he was 8 years older than him. Everybody was saying that Ali will never knockout Liston because he is older and his chest is bigger than Ali's. Ali insult Liston by saying that Liston is nothing but a ugly old bear. Actually Ali showed them fallos they were wrong, and he knockout after six rounds on February 25, 1964,
he called himself the “I’m the Greatest of all time” since then. On March 6, 1964 announced the nation that he is no longer Cassius Clay Jr. but Muhammad Ali because now he is muslim.

According to Richard Durham in the article “Muhammad Ali and The Draft”, he explains that the draft was a law in the 1960s in America that was forcing teens who were 18 years old to participate in Vietnam war. The vietnam war with the American started in 1964 and it ended in 1975. Many Athletes expressed their support toward the war, but Muhammad Ali refused to be part of the war.

On April 28, 1967, Ali was ask to participate in the Vietnam war, however he refused because of religious beliefs. Furthermore his refusal cost him a lot, because he did not want be part of the U.S army force. He was take away from his championship title and the government did not allow him to box. They also seized his passport so he won’t leave the country because they said Ali was breaking the law and he was sentenced years of prison.

In the biography of “Muhammad Ali: His Life In Times” writing by Thomas Hauter explains how Ali stood up for himself by saying that he have nothing to do the Vietcong and he also said that if someone don’t have a good reason for killing it consider like a wrong action toward human life.

In 1971 the court declared that he was not guilty and was put out in jail. After all those years going through conflict with the government in the draft law, Ali lost a lot of his ability of boxing, but he still tried to gained his title as a champion by knocking out George foreman with a eighth-rounds on Oct. 30, 1974, in Kinshasa.

In the history of boxing Ali is the champion of all time, no one in his time was never that courageous and ready to fight for what he believe in. Ali sacrificed almost his career for his religion. Ali shown the nation that he did not choice boxing to be famous or to have money, he shown it not than that, boxing is a way to shown the nation what he like and also a way to stand up for his people.


In 1979 Ali announced his retirement, Ali had brain damage caused by blow to the head, slow movement, and other symptoms of parkinson syndromes, Ali married his fourth wife Yolanda Williams and had nine children. In the mid-1970s, he began to study the Qur’an seriously and turned to Orthodox Islam and got more involved in his religion.
1. According to the article, “Cape Verde Asks World to Call it Cabo Verde” written by Akilah Johnson, Cabo Verde shouldn't be translated. People went to the Assembly and call out for this issue. Cabo Verde (Cabo verdianos) don't want their country to be called Cape Verde because if we never see people translating "Puerto Rico" to rich port. The Cape Verdean wanted made a request to change the official name to Cabo Verde in all official languages of World.

2. "Encyclopedia Britannica" says that Portuguese is the official language and is used in formal situations. Crioulo is one of the oldest of the Portuguese creole language. Also Portugal and Spain are the country's most important trade partners and they are market to another country.

3. "Flag of Cape Verde" in Encyclopedia Britannica explains on July 5, 1975 is the first National Flag of Cape Verde, the ten stars represent the ten island of Cape Verde in Atlantic Ocean. The red, blue and white link to Portugal also Portugal is the one command in Cape Verde before Amilcar Cabral was fighting to take the command from Portugal. The Central Atlantic Ocean is an archipelago of 10 Volcanic in the island.

4. "Encyclopedia Britannica" inform that President of Republic of Cape Verde Pedro Verona Rodrigues Pires he is the only that command to help the poor people with money also food the president helps the most is old people that can’t work. He was the first president in Cape Verde. He was born in April 29, 1934 in the country of Sao Filipe island of Fogo.

5. According to the article “Patricia Vieira” in Teen Voices that Patricia was born in Cape Verde on the island of Praia. Her mother and grandmother was left her when she was three years old. Patricia came to United States early so she can finish high school and to go college. In Cape Verde you have to leave the country to go college because the economic problems. She found everything in United States is different from Cape Verde.

6. According to the article, "Trading Economics" The Cape Verdean Unemployment increased to 17 percent in 2012 but is decreased to 11 percent in 2011. In 1990 until 2012 the Cape Verde Unemployment Rate averaged was 13 percent. The unemployment
of Cape Verde is not better than the unemployment in United States because in Cape Verde some people may have jobs but they don’t pay a lot like in United States.

7. “Evora Cesaria” in New Encyclopedia of Africa tell that Evora Cesaria was born on August 27, in Mindelo of Cape Verde. Evora Cesaria died on December 12, 2011 in Cape Verde. Her signature is genres are Morna and Coladera. Her status as a superstar in the world music universe when she was a teenager performing in Mindelo’s bars and clubs.

8. “Cape Verde Climate” in Encyclopedia Britannica tell that Cape Verde has strong temperatures in with high dry. Cape Verde always has a good temperature no cold like United States but February has a little bit cold, with temperatures in the low 70s. August and September are the hottest and wettest months, with temperatures in the low 80s.

9. “Health and Welfare” in Encyclopedia Britannica says that the major health problems include diarrhea and respiratory infection caused by poor hygiene. Cape Verde has a relatively low prevalence of HIV and AIDS.

10. “Settlement Patterns” in Encyclopedia Britannica tell that the proportion of Cape Verdeans living in rural areas the majority of the population was urban and concentrated particularly in the centres of Praia and Mindelo, some rural living in a small villages and individual households. Some people don’t have house but they go to another place to find better place to live.
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1- According to Biography.com TRUE STORY “Che Guevara Biography” Ernesto Che Guevara was born in Argentina on June 14, 1928 and died on October 9, 1967 in La Higuera Bolivia. During his lifetime he became one of the most well known revolutionaries of the 20th century.

2- In askmen.com “5 Things you Didn’t Know: Che Guevara” it says, as a military leader Che Guevara ordered thousands of executions for the revolution and is why he was one of the most feared man during the Cuban Revolution of the 1950’s.

3- According to Listverse.com “Top 10 Things You Didn’t Know About The Guevara” the Feared Che Guevara as a kid and teenager
was actually most resembling a geek. He loved to play chess and even read poetry.

4- While Ernesto Che Guevara fought for Cuba most of his life, in About.com “Che Guevara” it stated that he was originally from Argentina and later on met and joined Fidel Castro to help fight the Batista army for Cuban liberation.

5- In the article Listverse.com “Top 10 Things you didn’t Know About Che Guevara” it says Che Guevara went to medical school and after finishing all of his studies graduated as a doctor in 1953.

6-When Che Guevara died the new’s spread but Fidel Castro did not believe them, so as proof the Bolivian army and the CIA decided to send him Che’s hands as proof of his death as stated and shown in BBC NEWS.com “CIA man recounts Che Guevara’s death”.

7- According to Biography.com TRUE STORY “Che Guevara Biography” While trying to spread the marxist movement through Bolivia, Che Guevara was caught in the Jungles of Bolivia with half his body weight and a small bucket containing 9 boiled eggs as his meal for the next few weeks.

8- In the website newrepublic.com “Che Guavara”, Che Guevara’s dead body after his assassination in Bolivia, in order to bring it to the army base they needed to go by helicopter but instead of putting his body in a helicopter they placed and tied his body to the shafts of the helicopter.

9 – In the website askmen.com “5 Things you didn’t Know: Che Guevara” says Che Guevara is adorn as a God and his image is in the 3$ cuban peso. also In Cuba children start their morning by saying “I will be like Che”.

10- One of America’s and the worlds most iconic and famous photos known all over the world is of none other than Che Guevara taken by photographer Alberto Korda.

Ironically Che Guevara Hated and fought America yet his franchise is favored in America just like it is stated in Listverse.com “Top 10 Things You didn’t Know About Che Guevara”.
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1-) According to the article, “Life and Death”, by Death and Dying published in 2013, a percentage of 82% of American people believed in God, 72% in angels, a 60% in the devil, and 20% in the reincarnation.

2-) According to the article, “Heaven,” by Encyclopedia Britannica, Western Religions Judaism, Christianity, and Islam predict that when you die you will be going to heaven, but Eastern Religions concept that they don’t believe in heaven.

3-) The religion called Zoroastrianism whom believed that if the good soul outweigh the evil soul, that soul would cross the bridge to heaven. If the evil soul was greater than the good soul, the bridge would become narrow to cross and the soul falls into a freezing hell to suffer, according to the article, “Heaven,” by Encyclopedia Britannica.

4-) According to the website, “Life and Death”, by Death and Dying reported that belief the existence of heaven and hell increased over time. Between 1997 and 2007 a majority of people respondents 72% in 1997 and 81% in 2007 acknowledged a belief in heaven. In addition, a majority of respondents 56% in 1997 and 69% in 2007 acknowledged a belief that hell exists in the afterlife.

5-) According to the article, “Life and Death”, by Death and Dying published in 2013, many Americans people believe in god, others in angel, others in devil, and others in the reincarnation. 82% believed in god, 72% in angels, 60% in the devil, and 20% in reincarnation.

6-) According to “Hell and Hades”, by Encyclopedia Britannica, Hades the god of the underground did not subject of punishing others as an eternal punishment, tartarus a greek place far below from hades a place of torment and wicked, in time Tartarus lost its distinctness and became another name for Hades, a specific name for hell was concealed where concealed was a hot place in the center of the earth.

7-) According to Wikipedia, the indians people believe that when you die your body will be reincarnate in new life in a new body that
may be human, animal or spiritual depending on the moral quality of the previous life’s actions.

- According to Reincarnation by Greenhaven Encyclopedia, shows that “Indian Religion” belief that when you die you will be reincarnated in a plant, animals or a different body where you won’t know you was alive back then.

9-) According to the article, To Pastor, Afterlife Is Where We ‘Learn To Live Together’, by NPR STAFF, every time someone die a new life is born. In heaven there’s no sickness, or disease, no hate, no crime, no evil. That in heaven we all will be together, live on a life as a big family, where everyone will be located to love each other and make a new world of love.

10-) According to the predictor, A Philosopher’s ‘Afterlife’: We May Die, But Others Live On, by NPR STAFF, shows that many people who believe in the afterlife as understood think that if there isn’t an afterlife the no purpose to life that our life is being diminished.
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1- Wikipedia informs that the New York Yankees are an American professional baseball team based in the Bronx borough of New York City that competes in Major League Baseball (MLB) in the American League’s (AL) East Division.

2- According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, New York Yankees baseball team base in the borough of the Bronx of New York City. New York Yankees are one of the most famous and successful teams in the baseball history. The New York Yankees have a record 27 World Series titles and 40 American League (AL) pennants.

3- Wikipedia inform that New York Yankees moved to their new home yankees stadium locate in the bronx in 1923, the Yankees stadium was the first triple-deck venue in baseball and seated an astounding 58,000 people, Yankees stadium is one of the most bigger stadium of the american league.

4- Wikipedia explain that New Yankees is one of the most baseball team with more world series won and better records in the American league but the New York Yankees also have the most famous baseball players in the baseball history, For example. Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle, and Yogi Berra.

Some important player of New York

5- According to Encyclopedia Britannica, the sportswriter was confused how to call the New York, local writer referred to the team as "Yankees" or "Yanks," because the team was in the American League, They decide to call yankees to by more specific.

6- Encyclopedia Britannica inform that Frank Farrell and Bill Devery in 1903, brought the baltimore team to New york, one of Manhattan’s highest points, which led to the name New York Highlanders that was the first name of the Yankees. Frank Farrell
and Bill Devery they was a baseball player of New York Yankees in (1866 – February 10, 1926)

7-wikipedia inform that Alex Rodriguez player of New York Yankees, was one of the most prodigious Player of New York Yankees scouts had ever seen and is now considered one of the greatest baseball players of New York yankees. But now Alex have 162 suspended of the american league because the new york yankees found that alex have steroids.

8-According to wikipedia babe ruth was one of the most historical player of the new york yankees, was a professional player of american league, with baseball posit outfielder and pitcher who played 22 seasons in Major League Baseball (MLB), from 1914 to 1935. Babe Ruth was a pitcher for the Boston Red Sox, and then achieved his greatest fame as a slugging outfielder for the New York Yankees.

9-According to the wikipedia Robinson Cano was born in Dominican Republic in October 22, 1982. Cano is one of the most baseball player for the yankees from 2005 to now, his position baseball is a second base, Canó is a five-time All-Star (2006, 2010–2013) and five-time Silver Slugger Award winner (2006, 2010–2013). He won two Gold Glove Awards (2010, 2012).

10-Wikipedia inform that, Robinson Cano a famous player of New York Yankees, Now is a player for the Marineros de Seattle, because new york yankees not give what cano want for the contract, and settle offered 250 million and Robinson Cano accept it and now Robinson are with Sailors settle.
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1. According to Encyclopedia Britannica, 30 to 40 million years ago Miakis was the first true dog and called Cynodictis. Its appearance was medium in size, had a long tail and covered with bosky hair or skin. It was originated in two continents Africa and Eurasia. The Eurasian origin called tomarctus and was the parent of wolves, dogs and foxes.

2. As stated by Encyclopedia Britannica, Archeologist and Paleontologists have discovered a Miakis about 30 million years. The gene was the approximately the same as the canids. What we called today dogs, jackals, wolves and foxes. Miakis didn’t leave the same descendants or ancestors, but for all canids, Miakis is their parent.

3. The scientific name for dog is canis lupus familiaris. Dogs have been domesticated animals since 12,000 years ago and they are a specie of gray wolf and other related specie like foxes and jackals. Surprisingly the dogs are popular and found all over the world. The cat is the next more popular after dogs. 12000 years ago the people used dogs for hunting, for protection also as a friend of owners by the report of Encyclopedia Britannica.

4. According to Encyclopedia Britannica, the number of dogs worldwide is estimated at 400 million. It’s the same as the human population of the United States and Mexico combined.

5. According to the Article “Dog” by Constance B.Vanacore, a dog’s
nose has roughly 220 million olfactory receptors, or smell receptors, which contain protein capable of strong odor molecules that plays a central role in the sense of smell (olfaction). Dogs have 40 times smell as humans have, however, in general, dogs have the highest smell ability compared to humans.

6. According to the article, The Dog Articles, Austrian scientists have demonstrated that a dog seems to feel inequality and angry when another dog gets reward that they didn’t get. As a result of this, they feel jealous and play or work hard to get the reward, similar to humans. For instance, if you give something for one person and the other person got less. The person who gets less feels envious.

7. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica by Constance B.Vanacore A 2006 study showed that household dogs with minimal training can smell early- and late-stage lung and breast cancers. Swedish oncologists also found that dogs can distinguish among types of ovarian cancer.

8. The Holy Quran states that, dogs are prohibited, unless the person used the dog as to protect his house and for hunting. Otherwise Muslim people shouldn’t have a dog in their house because Angels won’t be enter a house which have dogs.

9. According to Encyclopedia Britannica dogs have two set or type of teeth on their life. Twenty-eight baby teeth grow when they are 6 to 8 weeks, then after 6 to 7 months their teeth would fallen out and it’s replaced by 42 adult teeth. Their permanent teeth include incisors, which is used to bite. In short, a dog’s teeth serve as weapons and as tools for cutting or tearing food.

10. According to the magazine, Aspca, it explains the dog breeding, that refer males as ‘dogs’, females as ‘bitches’, dogs younger than a year old as ‘puppies’ and a group of offspring as a ‘litter’.

11. According to the documentary, “The Secret Life Of Dogs”, the most popular breed of dog in the world by registered or known by it’s ownership is the Labrador. It’s character is gentle nature, obedience, intelligence and near limitless energy. Labradors make for excellent family pets and reliable or dependable worker. The Labradors were helping police, and it’s a common choice as guide dogs.
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A New Archive of Chicago Buildings Goes Beyond the Loop – the new digital archive Chicago Architecture Data is the work of software developer and architectural photographer/writer John Morris and team. They’ve drawn on information from the 1995 Chicago Historical Resources Survey, city and county tax records and assessor’s data, the blog …